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Abstract: Anchorage failure of a suction anchor is more likely to occur in low-strength muddy clay.
This paper focuses on the failure behaviors of suction anchors and muddy clay stress responses.
The centrifugal model test was used to study the loading processes of suction anchors with various
pulling angles. Firstly, the multi-stage developing process of anchoring force was analyzed according
to the test results. Numerical modeling was used to validate the test results. The displacement
of the suction anchor and muddy clay soil were analyzed using the numerical results. Then, the
numerical and testing results were compared to analyze the horizontal soil pressure responses around
the suction anchors. It was found that the change in loading direction affected the distribution and
development of soil stress. The horizontal soil resistance played a crucial role in improving the
bearing capacity. The soil stress variation and anchor displacement revealed that the suction anchors
exhibited multi-attitude coupling movement during the inclined pulling. The vertical pulling suction
anchor showed shear–slip failure behaviors, while the inclined pulling suction anchors showed
compression–shear–slip coupling failure behaviors. The results of this study provide insight into
the interaction mechanism between suction anchors and muddy clay, serving as a reference for the
design and application of suction anchors.

Keywords: centrifugal model test; suction anchor; failure behavior; muddy clay

1. Introduction

With the development of anchoring technology in offshore engineering, suction an-
chors are extensively being used as deep water foundations [1,2]. A suction anchor is a
cylindrical structure with a large diameter that is open at the bottom and closed at the
top. The anchor is placed on the seabed and sinks into the soil under self-weight, thereby
forming a closed environment. Subsequently, the internal water is pumped out, generating
a considerable differential pressure. Then, the suction anchor is installed into the seabed
gradually under pressure [3]. Installing a suction anchor is both cost-effective and conve-
nient compared to piling in deep water, and a suction anchor can provide high bearing
capacity. Suction anchors with taut wire have excellent stability and high deformation con-
trol accuracy, which can be used to tension leg oil platforms [4], floating wind turbines [5,6],
and submerged floating tunnels [7].

The offshore floating structures experience a complex combination of wind, wave,
and current loads [8], and all loads are transferred to the anchor foundation. Therefore,
the bearing capacity of a suction anchor is vital for the safety of offshore structures, and
this has become a hotspot of current research [9–13]. Researchers have focused on suction
anchors’ bearing capacity under static and dynamic loads. In terms of the loading direction
effect, various studies have been conducted by researchers. Wang et al. [14] assessed the
lateral bearing capacity of suction bucket foundation. Wang and Chen [15] focused on
the suction caisson’s vertical loading effect. Monajemi et al. [16] investigated the suction
anchor’s reaction under inclined loading.
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For the bearing capacity under dynamic load, Li et al. [17] and Shen et al. [18] investi-
gated the excess pore pressure accumulation around the suction anchor. Cheng et al. [19]
utilized a stiffness degradation model to analyze the cyclic behavior of suction anchors.
Previous studies [20–23] have shown that the bearing capacity of a suction anchor under
dynamic load was 60 to 90 percent of that under static load. For the bearing capacity
under static load, the previous research pays more attention to the length/diameter ratio
(L/D) [2] and mooring position [24] of suction anchors, which significantly influences the
bearing capacity. The mooring position, which ensures that the anchor purely translates, is
known as the optimal loading point of suction anchors (i.e., when a horizontal or inclined
load is experienced) [4]. However, loading on the optimal point is ideal. Slight rotation
during the loading and deformation process of a suction anchor is inevitable and makes
the mechanical behaviors of the suction anchor more complex.

A series of analytical methods, including upper bound plastic limit analyses [25], lim-
iting equilibrium analyses [26], and vertical–horizontal (V-H) failure envelope analyses [9],
are used to describe the bearing mechanism and calculation methods of suction anchors.
Numerical simulation methods are applied to the parameter analysis of suction anchors.
Koh et al. [27] analyzed the installation effect using a coupled effective stress–pore pressure
large deformation finite element (LDFE) approach. Yang et al. [28] and Cheng et al. [29]
analyzed suction anchors’ bearing and failure performance based on numerical methods.
Hu et al. [30] conducted numerical simulations to study the local scour around suction
anchors. Analytical and numerical simulation methods have obtained many important
results, which have greatly contributed to the design and construction technology of suc-
tion anchors. However, the mechanical analysis of suction anchors via theoretical analysis
and numerical simulation is simplified, meaning that it may not accurately reflect the
operational states of suction anchors.

In contrast, test methods play a crucial role in revealing the bearing capacity and
mechanical state of a suction anchor. Saue et al. [31] and Utsunomiya et al. [32] reported
suction anchors’ installation and working effect using field test results. Wang and Li [33],
Cheng et al. [34], and Lee and Do [35] performed a 1 g scale model test to study the
deformation and loading capacity of suction anchors. Andersen et al. [36], Kim et al. [37],
and Zhu et al. [38] conducted centrifugal model tests to study the installation process and
pullout bearing performance of suction anchors. Among these test methods, the centrifugal
model test can reflect the natural stress state of the seabed [39], which can accurately
simulate the loading process of suction anchors using small models.

In summary, previous studies have obtained valuable insights into the bearing capacity
of anchors. Investigations into the interaction mechanism between the seabed and the
suction anchors have primarily been conducted through analytical methods and numerical
simulations, which make it challenging to reflect the natural state of soil stress in the
bearing capacity evolution of suction anchors. The research results regarding anchors in
other forms, such as pile anchors [40] and plate anchors [41], provide significant references
but cannot be applied to suction anchors directly.

Therefore, for this study, we used a centrifugal model test to investigate the bearing
capacity of suction anchors in low-strength muddy clay. The evolution process of the
anchoring force with different loading angles was analyzed based on the test results.
Numerical modeling was used to validate the test results of anchoring force development,
which also showed the displacement characteristic of the soil and suction anchor. The soil
pressures around the suction anchors were analyzed based on a comparative numerical and
testing analysis. The centrifugal test results revealed the interaction mechanism between
a suction anchor and muddy clay soil, and the influence of the loading direction on the
interaction mechanism was investigated. The failure behaviors of suction anchors were
clarified according to the anchoring force development, the anchor movement, and the
mechanical responses of the muddy clay soil.
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2. Design and Implementation of Centrifugal Model Test
2.1. Model Scale and Main Design Scheme

In this paper, the centrifugal model test was carried out to study the interaction
between suction anchors and muddy clay soil. The test was conducted in the centrifuge
laboratory of Tianjin Research Institute For Water Transport Engineering, Ministry of
Transport. The TK-C500 geotechnical centrifuge used in the test (shown in Figure 1) has an
effective capacity of 500 g·t.
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Figure 1. The TK-C500 geotechnical centrifuge used for the model test.

Geotechnical centrifuge modeling works by creating in situ soil stresses on a reduced
model scale but at higher centrifugal acceleration [42]. The similarity principle is shown
in Equation (1).

ρgh = ρ × ng × h/n (1)

where ρ is the soil density, g is the gravitational acceleration, h is the prototype dimension,
ng is the centrifugal acceleration, h/n is the model dimension, and n is the model scale.
When the centrifugal acceleration increases to ng, the in situ stress becomes equal for both
the reduced-scale model and full-scale prototype. Table 1 shows the similarity relationship
between the model and prototype.

Table 1. Similarity relationship of model and prototype.

Parameters Units Model/Prototype

Acceleration m/s2 n/1
Linear dimensions m 1/n

Stress kPa 1/1
Strain - 1/1

Density Kg/m3 1/1
Force N 1/n2

Bending moment N·m 1/n3

Axial rigidity N 1/n2

Flexural rigidity N·m2 1/n4

Consolidation time s 1/n2

Permeability coefficient m/s n/1
Viscosity coefficient Pa·s 1/1

Seepage time s 1/n2
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The arrangement of the suction anchors for the centrifugal model test is shown in
Figure 2. The pulling angles were set to 90◦, 69◦, and 51◦, respectively, to investigate the
influence of loading direction on the bearing capacity and failure behaviors of the suction
anchors. In the 90◦ vertical pulling test, the loading position was at the top center of the
suction anchor to maintain coaxial with the anchor body. The optimal loading point is
at the lower part for suction anchors subject to horizontal or inclined load. Therefore,
the loading position was 160 mm from the bottom of the suction anchor in the 69◦ and
51◦ inclined pulling tests, which differed from the vertical pulling test. Since the suction
anchors’ displacement values were much smaller than the cable length, the loading angle
change was relatively small and considered negligible in the inclined pulling test.
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Figure 2. Arrangement of suction anchors in centrifugal model test.

In the centrifugal model test, a relatively small model scale is helpful, as this can improve
the test’s accuracy. Therefore, a model scale of n = 50 was chosen based on various factors,
including the structural characteristics of the suction anchors, the size of the model box, the
pulling angle, the space demands of the loading device, and the boundary conditions. The
centrifuge acceleration was set to 50 g according to the similarity principle. The parameters
of the prototype and the model suction anchor are shown in Table 2. The model anchor was
a thin-walled cylinder with a diameter of 80 mm and a thickness of 0.8 mm. The top was
closed with a reserved small hole for vacuum pumping, and the bottom was open, as shown
in Figure 3a. The cable was attached to the anchor top or body through a padeye.

Table 2. Testing parameters of prototype and model suction anchors.

Diameter D Length L Thickness t Material Elastic
Modulus

Similarity
Ratio

Prototype suction anchor 4 m 20 m 40 mm
steel 210 GPa 1:50

Model suction anchor 80 mm 400 mm 0.8 mm
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Figure 3. The model box and suction anchor in the test: (a) the model suction anchor; (b) the model box.

2.2. Test Equipment and Preparation

In the test, the model box had a bottom size of 1000 × 1000 mm, and the simulated range
was 50 × 50 m, according to the model scale of n = 50. The thickness of the model soil was
700 mm, and the simulated seabed depth was 35 m. The model box is shown in Figure 3b.

The pressure cells were used to measure the soil pressure around the suction anchor.
For the suction anchor experiencing inclined pulling, two groups of pressure sensors were
arranged on each side of the anchor, with a vertical arrangement of six sensors per group.
The pressure cell distribution is shown in Figure 4. Considering the horizontal movement
of the suction anchor, the front pressure cells may be disturbed by the anchor body in the
loading process. Hence, the front pressure cells were arranged with larger spacings to deal
with the impact of anchor movement. The cable was made of steel wire rope, and a strain
gauge unit measured the cable force.
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The low-strength muddy clay seabed model was made of kaolin. The vane shear test
was used to evaluate the consolidated soil strength. The test results (Figure 5) showed that
the undrained shear strength of the surface layer was about 10 kPa, and the strength at
a depth of 400 mm nearly reached 50 kPa. The soil strength distribution in the model is
shown in the following formula:

Su = Su0 + kz (2)

where Su is the undrained shear strength, kPa; Su0 is the undrained shear strength of
surface soil (the average linear fitting value of four groups’ test data is Su0 = 8.75 kPa);
k is the strength gradient (the average linear fitting value of four groups’ test data is
k = 0.935 kPa/m); z is the soil depth, m.
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The sinking process of the suction anchor was simulated to reflect its natural working
state. The reserved hole on the top of the suction anchor was connected to the vacuum
pump via a rubber pipe. The negative pressure caused by the vacuum was applied to the
suction anchor. Then, the suction anchor gradually sunk into the clay to the predetermined
position, as shown in Figure 6.
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A camera was arranged on the top side of the model box, as shown in Figure 7, to
capture the motion pattern and failure behaviors of the suction anchor in the loading
process. Tension sensors were set at the bottom of the loading device to test the pulling
load. The loading device was directly connected to the suction anchor through the cable in
the vertical pulling test. The pulley was used to guide the cable tensioning direction in the
inclined pulling test, as shown in Figure 7.
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2.3. Geotechnical Centrifuge Operation and Model Loading

The geotechnical centrifuge was started after the installation of the test device. The
gravity acceleration of the model was gradually increased to 50 g. Once all sensor data
were stable under 50 g acceleration, the pulling test of the suction anchors was conducted.
Then, a fixed speed load of 0.06 mm/s was applied to the suction anchor. The tensioning
force of the cable and horizontal soil pressures around the inclined pulling suction anchors
were constantly monitored in the loading process. The loading stopped until the suction
anchors reached the maximum bearing capacity and showed a slowly stable decrease in
bearing capacity. Finally, the monitoring equipment and the geotechnical centrifuge were
closed and the model test was completed.

3. Loading Failure Process and Mechanical Behavior of Suction Anchor
3.1. The 90◦ Vertical Pulling Test

This paragraph describes the behavior of a suction anchor that has been subjected to a
90◦ vertical pulling load. The anchoring force and displacement of the suction anchor are
shown in Figure 8. Initially, the anchoring force was 0 when the anchor cable was relaxed.
Then, the anchoring force increased rapidly with the loading displacement after the cable
was tensioned. The anchoring force increased linearly when it was within 70% of the
maximum value. The average growth rate ∆F/∆D of the anchoring force was 0.194 kN/mm.
Afterward, the force growth rate gradually declined. The rapid growth stage ended when
the anchoring force reached 95% of the maximum value, with an average growth rate of
0.098 kN/mm. Then, the anchoring force gradually increased to the maximum value of
1.007 kN, and the vertical displacement reached 7.465 mm. The anchoring force slowly
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fluctuated and decreased after crossing the maximum value, which remained close to the
maximum. Then, the anchoring force significantly declined to 0.987 kN, with an average
rate of −0.019 kN/mm. Finally, the anchoring force showed a relatively stable and slow
decline stage, with an average decline rate of −2.77 × 10−3 kN/mm. The suction anchor
was gradually pulled out of the muddy clay soil at this stage, and the contact area between
the anchor body and the soil decreased. Therefore, the anchoring force decreased until the
suction anchor was pulled out of the soil and lost its bearing capacity.
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According to the model similarity theory, the anchoring force of the prototype suction
anchor can be calculated using the following equation. The maximum anchoring force of
the prototype suction anchor was 2517.5 kN.

FP
FM

= n2 (3)

where FP is the anchoring force of the prototype suction anchor, FM is the anchoring force
of the model suction anchor, and n = 50 is the model similarity ratio.

3.2. The 69◦ Inclined Pulling Test

The anchoring force and displacement of the suction anchor under a 69◦ inclined
load are shown in Figure 9. The reserved cable length between the loading device and
suction anchor was insufficient. The muddy clay soil was secondarily consolidated with
high gravity while the centrifuge accelerated to 50 g. The muddy clay soil and suction
anchor showed secondary settlement and caused cable tensioning. Consequently, the initial
anchoring force was not zero but 0.069 kN during the loading process. Upon the application
of the pulling load, the anchoring force increased rapidly to the maximum value of 1.181 kN,
with an average growth rate of 0.142 kN/mm. The anchoring force of the prototype suction
anchor, calculated using Equation (3), was 2952.5 kN. Afterwards, the anchoring force
fluctuated with the increase in displacement. It approached the maximum value until
the bearing capacity began to decrease. Then, the anchoring force showed a significant
decline stage, with an average rate of −9.22 × 10−3 kN/mm. Finally, the anchoring force
experienced a slow decline stage, and the average rate was −0.00169 kN/mm. The bearing
capacity decreased with the decrease in contact area between the anchor and muddy clay.
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Figure 9. Anchoring force and displacement of the suction anchor in the 69◦ pulling test.

3.3. The 51◦ Inclined Pulling Test

Figure 10 shows the anchoring force and displacement of the suction anchor under a
51◦ inclined load. The cable was initially relaxed and buried in the muddy clay soil and
gradually reached the tension state, overcoming the soil resistance. The anchoring force
was small in the early stage of the pulling test. Then, the pulling load was transferred to the
suction anchor after the cable was tensioned. The anchoring force increased rapidly to 95%
of the maximum value, with an average growth rate of 0.108 kN/mm. The growth rate of
the anchoring force was slightly lower at an earlier time of the rapid growth stage, mainly
because the cable in the soil had not been fully tensioned and straightened. After the cable
was fully straightened, the anchoring force increased more rapidly with the displacement.
Subsequently, the anchoring force fluctuated to the maximum value of 1.458 kN, and
the converted force of the prototype suction anchor was 3645.0 kN. It differed from the
other two tests in that the anchoring force did not significantly decline after reaching the
maximum value while displaying a slow decline stage directly with an average rate of
−2.05 × 10−3 kN/mm.
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3.4. Influence of Loading Direction on Bearing Capacity of Suction Anchor

Comparing the test results, it is evident that the loading direction significantly impacts
the bearing capacity of the suction anchor. The maximum anchoring force of the model
and prototype suction anchors in each test is shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Test results related to the maximum anchoring force.

Test Group Size (L × D × t) 90◦ Loading 69◦ Loading 51◦ Loading

Model suction anchor 400 × 80 × 0.8 mm 1.007 kN 1.181 kN 1.458 kN

Prototype suction anchor 20 × 4 × 0.04 m 2517.5 kN 2952.5 kN 3645.0 kN

For the prototype suction anchor, the bearing capacity in the 69◦ inclined pulling test
was 435.0 kN larger than that in the vertical pulling test, which showed an increase of
17.3%. Moreover, the bearing capacity of 51◦ pulling was 1127.5 kN larger than that in the
vertical pulling test, which showed an increase of 44.8%. The bearing capacity of the suction
anchor increased, with the loading direction tending to be horizontal. When subjected
to an inclined pulling load, the bearing capacity of the suction anchor was significantly
improved due to horizontal soil pressure. The lateral soil pressure’s contribution to the
bearing capacity increased with the decrease in loading angle. Therefore, when the suction
anchor is subjected to an inclined pulling load, the horizontal soil pressure is critical to the
interaction between the suction anchor and the muddy clay soil.

3.5. Numerical Modeling on the Prototype Suction Anchor Used in the Centrifugal Model Test

The 3D finite difference software based on fast lagrangian analysis of continua,
FLAC3D, was used for the numerical modeling of the prototype suction anchor. The
model was created with 60,925 zones and 66,540 grid points, and its meshing and geometry
shown in Figure 11. The x–y–z dimensions of the model were 40 m, 40 m, and 40.5 m,
respectively. The normal displacements of the lateral boundaries were fixed, and the x-y-z
displacements of the bottom boundary were fixed. The suction anchor was installed in
the model’s center along the z-axis. The Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model was used for
the muddy clay soil, and the Elastic constitutive model was used for the suction anchor.
The Interface Elements built into the FLAC3D software were used to model the contact
surface between the suction anchor and the soil, which can be sheared and slid. The cable
structure elements (cableSELs) were used to model the cable in the test. The parameters of
the muddy clay soil and suction anchor are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Parameters of muddy clay soil and suction anchor.

Muddy Clay Soil Suction Anchor

Parameter c/kPa ϕ/◦ E/MPa ν E/GPa ν

Value 8.75 3.57 0.85 0.50 205 0.275

According to the similarity principle, the prototype suction anchor’s numerical results
can be compared to the prototype results converted from the test [13,37]. The anchoring
force and displacement of the prototype suction anchor can be obtained from the test
results based on the similarity relationship shown in Table 1. The load–displacement curves
obtained from centrifugal model tests and numerical simulations are compared in Figure 12.
The numerical results demonstrated that the initial anchoring force increased linearly
with loading. The growth rate of anchoring force decreased with continuous loading,
and the suction anchor gradually reached the maximum bearing capacity. Subsequently,
the anchoring force significantly declined until it reached a stable stage, indicating that
anchoring failure had occurred. The load–displacement characteristics were consistent
between the testing and numerical results. There was a rapid growth stage of anchoring
force, a slower increasing stage, a significant decline stage after reaching the maximum
value, and a relatively stable stage, with anchoring failure in both curves. The bearing
capacity obtained from the centrifugal test and numerical simulation showed the same
trend as the variation in the loading angle. The maximum anchoring force of the testing
results was close to the numerical results, with the same loading angle. The above results
showed that the centrifugal testing results are consistent with the numerical modeling
results. Therefore, the centrifugal testing results are reliable.
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Figures 13 and 14 show the vertical and horizontal displacement of the muddy clay
soil and suction anchor during the loading process. The soil displacement during the 90◦

vertical loading presented a symmetrical distribution. As the anchoring force increased, the
soil mainly moved vertically, and the soil closer to the suction anchor experienced greater
displacement. The soil exhibited significant vertical displacement, with the anchoring force
reaching the maximum value. After that, the soil displacement showed slight increases
as the anchor entered a failure state. This indicates that the soil could no longer provide
sufficient resistance for the suction anchor. During the 90◦ loading process, the horizontal
displacement of the soil was minimal. While loading to failure, the vertical displacement
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of the suction anchor was much greater than that of the soil. This suggests that the contact
surface between the suction anchor and the soil underwent slip failure. In the 69◦ loading
model, the soil displacement in front of the suction anchor (the right side) was more significant
than the rear. The soil displacement rapidly increased until the anchoring force reached its
maximum value. Afterward, the soil displacement developed slightly as the suction anchor
was loaded to failure. Compared to the 90◦ loading, the vertical displacement decreased while
the horizontal displacement increased. The vertical displacement of the suction anchor was
significantly greater than the soil’s. The movement of the suction anchor was characterized
by pulling upward to sliding and slight forward and slight backward rotation. In the 51◦

loading model, the asymmetric displacement distribution was further enhanced. The soil
displacement showed rapid accumulation, with the anchor loading to its maximum bearing
capacity. Then, the horizontal deformation of soil continued to increase, while the vertical
deformation increased less until reaching the failure stage. Compared to 69◦ loading, the
vertical displacement of the suction anchor and soil in the same loading stage decreased
while the horizontal displacement continued to increase. The suction anchor also showed a
slight increase in inclination. It can be concluded that the failure deformation of the suction
anchor with inclined loading is pulling upward to sliding, accompanied by slight horizontal
displacement and inclined deformation.
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The distribution of horizontal soil pressure (σxx) during the loading process is shown
in Figure 15. The horizontal soil pressure barely changed in the 90◦ loading model because
the suction anchor showed vertical sliding failure and had little squeezing effect on the
soil. During the 69◦ loading, the soil pressure in front of the anchor increased significantly
with the increase in loading force, while the back soil pressure decreased. This indicates
that the horizontal movement of the anchor resulted in soil compression. There were slight
changes in soil pressure during the loading from maximum anchoring force to the failure
stage. The changing characteristics of soil pressure were similar in the 51◦ and 69◦ pulling
processes, while the variation of soil pressure was more significant in the 51◦ loading model.
This indicates that the anchor had a more significant squeezing effect on the soil in the
horizontal direction. As the loading direction tended to be horizontal, the suction anchor
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compressed the soil laterally. This caused the horizontal pressure of the soil to increase,
providing resistance for the anchor. As a result, the suction anchor could achieve a greater
bearing capacity.
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4. Interaction Mechanism between Suction Anchor and Soil
4.1. Mechanical Behaviors of Soil with Suction Anchor Loading

In this section, the interaction between the suction anchor and muddy clay will be
analyzed based on the monitoring results of horizontal soil pressures in the inclined pulling
tests of the suction anchors.

Figure 16 shows the monitoring results of horizontal soil stresses around the suction
anchor in the 69◦ pulling test. The monitoring arrangement is shown in Figure 4. The
development stages of the anchoring force in the 69◦ pulling process (as shown in Figure 9)
are marked in Figure 16 by dotted lines for better comparisons. The suction anchor was
loaded when the pressure sensor data stabilized. The soil pressures in front of the suction
anchor dramatically increased to a peak value. The peak value coincided with the end of
the anchoring force rapid growth stage. This phenomenon was related to the generation
and dissipation of excess pore water pressure caused by soil compression.
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The front soil pressures initially declined after exceeding the peak values and tended
to differentiate at various measuring points. The soil pressures 30 mm in front of the
suction anchor are shown in Figure 16a. The pressure at 57 mm depth exhibited a decline,
followed by a slight increase, before ultimately stabilizing. The soil pressure at the depths
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of 114~285 mm declined briefly. Then, it increased, especially at depths of 114~171 mm,
indicating that the soil was compressed forward and upward. Moreover, the soil pressure
at 171 mm depth underwent significant changes due to the cable’s disturbance. The bottom
soil pressure at 342 mm depth was the largest, but it decreased slightly after crossing the
peak value and tended to stabilize. The increases in the top and bottom soil pressures were
relatively small. It can be concluded that the top pressure was easily released to the free
surface, and the pressure increase was inconspicuous. The displacement of the suction
anchor also formed a free surface at the bottom, which caused the release of soil pressure.
Therefore, the subsequent growth of the bottom soil pressure was minimal.

The horizontal soil pressures 80 mm in front of the suction anchor are shown in
Figure 16b. The pressures at the depths of 57~285 mm slightly decreased after crossing
the peak value and tended to stabilized. In general, the soil pressures showed an upward
trend. The bottom pressure slightly decreased after exceeding the peak value, followed
by an increase with the pulling process. Figure 16a,b showed that the front soil pressure
was greatly affected by suction anchor pulling during the anchoring force rapid growth
stage. The suction anchor’s influence on the soil pressure declined with increasing distance.
The results also showed that the interaction between the suction anchor and muddy clay
varied during the rapid growth stage and the subsequent stage of the anchoring force. The
suction anchor compressed the soil and showed rapid anchoring force growth at the earlier
loading time. At the same time, the soil pressures quickly reached peak values. However,
the muddy clay soil produced plastic shear deformation with the movement of the suction
anchor, causing soil stress redistribution.

The soil stress behind the suction anchor differentiated evidently with development.
The soil pressures 20 mm behind the suction anchor are shown in Figure 16c. The soil
pressure at 57 mm depth remained stable after an initial increase during the loading process.
The soil pressure at 114 mm depth showed an initial increase, followed by stability, and
then a slight decrease. The soil pressure at 171 mm depth showed the behaviors of increase–
decrease–increase–stable, with minimal changes. The development trend of soil pressure at
228 mm depth was the same as that at 171 mm, but with more noticeable changes. The soil
pressures at 285 mm and 342 mm depths showed significant differences. The soil pressures
decreased rapidly in the anchoring force rapid growth stage. Then, it decreased slower
until the end of loading.

The soil pressures 50 mm behind the suction anchor are shown in Figure 16d. The
soil pressure developments were consistent with the pressures 20 mm behind the suction
anchor (Figure 16c). The variation ranges of the soil pressures at 57~228 mm depths were
minor, while the variation ranges of soil pressure at depths of 285 mm and 342 mm were
nearly the same. The more accessible stress release near the bottom free surface caused this
phenomenon while the suction anchor was pulled out of the muddy clay.

Figure 17 shows the horizontal soil pressures around the 51◦ pulling suction anchor.
The development stages of the anchoring force in the 51◦ pulling process (as shown in
Figure 10) are marked in Figure 17 by dotted lines for better comparisons. The cable was
initially relaxed and gradually tightened with pulling. At this time, the cable would shear
and compress the soil along the movement direction, causing an increase or local decrease in
soil stress. Subsequently, the suction anchor moved forward and compressed the soil, which
caused significant increases in soil pressures and a rapid growth stage for the anchoring
force. The soil pressures differentiated with development during loading. Simultaneously,
the anchoring force slowly increased to the maximum value. Figure 17a shows the soil
pressures 30 mm in front of the suction anchor. The soil pressures at depths of 285 mm and
342 mm reached the peak values with the rapid growth of the anchoring force. Then, the soil
pressure development was consistent with the 69◦ pulling test (Figure 16a). Nevertheless,
the pressures at the 57~228 mm depths continued to increase in the fluctuation growth
stage of the anchoring force, and there were no periodic peak values. Finally, the soil
pressures increased slowly with the continuous loading of the suction anchor.
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The horizontal soil pressures 80 mm in front of the 51◦ pulling suction anchor are shown
in Figure 17b. The soil pressure developments were consistent with the test results 30 mm in
front of the suction anchor. It should be noted that the soil pressures at 228~342 mm depths
reached their peak values and then decreased. These soil pressure responses were related to
the generation and dissipation of excess pore water pressure caused by soil compression. The
excess pore water pressures in the upper range were small and easily dissipated. Therefore,
the soil pressures at 57~171 mm depths increased rapidly at first and tended to increase slowly
or stabilize with the continuous loading of the suction anchor.

The horizontal soil pressures 20 mm behind the suction anchor are shown in Figure 17c.
The soil pressure at 57 mm depth increased slightly. This indicates that the suction anchor
inclined backward, causing its upper part to compress the soil. The soil pressure at 114 mm
depth decreased slightly with the pulling of suction anchor. The soil pressure at 171 mm
depth showed a noticeable decrease, which was due to local stress release caused by the soil
and anchor moving forward. The soil pressure at 228 mm depth showed a decrease–increase–
decrease changing process. The soil pressure decreased to a minimum value with the rapid
growth of the anchoring force in this process. At depths of 285 mm and 342 mm, the soil
pressures exhibited a sharp decline in the anchoring force rapid growth stage. Then, the soil
pressures decreased slowly with the continuous loading of the suction anchor.

Figure 17d shows the soil pressures 50 mm behind the suction anchor. The loading
suction anchor barely affected the soil pressures at 57~171 mm depths. Nevertheless, the
soil pressures at 228~342 mm depth were affected and showed similar responses. The
bottom soil pressures decreased significantly with the suction anchor moving forward. At
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the same time, the anchoring force increased rapidly. The pressure variations were less
than those observed 20 mm behind the suction anchor.

4.2. Distribution Characteristics of Soil Pressures around Suction Anchors

Three representative states have been selected to display the pressure distributions
in the loading process: the initial state of soil pressure, the soil pressure at the end of the
anchoring force rapid growth stage, and the soil pressure at the end of the pulling test.
The horizontal soil pressure distribution around the 51◦ and 69◦ pulling suction anchors is
shown in Figure 18.
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The horizontal soil pressures were approximately linearly distributed along the depth.
The soil pressures around the 69◦ pulling suction anchor are shown in Figure 18a. The soil
pressures 30 mm in front of the suction anchor showed marked increases of 2.9~15.6 kPa
during the anchoring force rapid growth stage. The increase in the soil pressures 80 mm in
front of the suction anchor was 4.0~12.5 kPa, slightly smaller than the former. However,
the pressures did not increase linearly with the soil depth. This indicates that the soil
compression caused by the suction anchor was not uniform. Due to the dissipation of
excess pore water pressure, some soil pressures decreased at the end of the test, but on the
whole, the pressures showed a growing trend with the continuous pulling of the suction
anchor. Notably, the soil pressures 80 mm in front of the anchor were linearly distributed.
In contrast, the soil pressures at 30 mm showed a nonlinear distribution. This indicates that
the muddy clay soil near the suction anchor was severely disturbed.

Comparing the pressures behind the suction anchor, it can be seen that the soil pres-
sures of the upper part showed an increasing trend. In contrast, the soil pressures of the
lower part showed a decreasing trend. This contrast indicated that the anchor body was
inclined backward while moving forward. The loading position in the suction anchor’s
lower part caused this response. At the end of the test, only the top pressure behind
the suction anchor continued to increase while the pressures at other monitoring points
decreased. In the vertical direction, the bottom pressures showed the largest decrease. In
the horizontal direction, the soil pressures near and behind the suction anchor were more
likely to show larger decreases.

The soil pressure around the 51◦ pulling suction anchor is shown in Figure 18b. Similar to
the 69◦ pulling test, the soil pressures in front of the suction anchor increased variously during
the pulling process. The pressures near the suction anchor experienced greater increases. The
soil pressures behind the suction anchor also showed the differentiation of the upper and
lower parts. The top pressure 20 mm behind the suction anchor increased, while the others
showed a decreasing trend. For the soil pressures 50 mm behind the suction anchor, the upper
three monitoring points had either stable or increased soil pressures, while the lower points
showed marked decreases. These results indicate that the anchor body was inclined backward
while the suction anchor compressed and sheared the front soil.

Comparing the pressure changes on both sides of the suction anchor, the pressure
decreases regarding the back side were more significant than the pressure increases regard-
ing the front side. Because the muddy clay soil, where the suction anchors were located,
had low strength, the soil on the front side quickly reached the plastic flow state when
the suction anchor was pulled forward. Therefore, it was difficult for the muddy clay
soil to provide strong resistance to the suction anchor. The stress release on the back side
caused decreases in soil pressures. The anchor body inclined backward as the loading
position was at the front lower part of the anchor body. Therefore, the upper soil behind
the anchor body was compressed, and the soil pressures showed increasing responses.
Comparing the pressure changes in the 51◦ and 69◦ pulling tests, the soil pressures of the
front sides showed larger increases under the 51◦ pulling load. It was demonstrated that
the compressing effect on the front side was more significant, with the loading direction
tending to be horizontal.

By comparing the soil stress distribution in Figures 15 and 18, the same characteristics
can be found: the soil pressure in front of the suction anchor increased, while the pressure
behind it decreased. The pressure changes were more significant in the soil closer to the
suction anchor. Moreover, the pressure changes at the lower part were more pronounced.
The centrifugal test results were consistent with the numerical results. There were also
minor differences. The soil pressure changes in the numerical simulation were more
uniform than those in the centrifugal test. Because the soil was assumed to be homogeneous
and continuous in the numerical simulation despite not being so in reality, it was impossible
to achieve an absolute uniformity of soil, even in the laboratory. Furthermore, the loading
motion of the suction anchors caused soil disturbance, leading to differences in soil pressure
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distribution. Therefore, the non-uniformity of the soil and the disturbance caused by the
suction anchor resulted in more complex soil stress responses.

4.3. Failure Mechanism of Suction Anchors in Muddy Clay

The movement of suction anchors and the deformation of muddy clay soil after the
test are shown in Figure 19. The relevant displacement profiles of the suction anchors are
shown in Figure 20. The suction anchor was vertically pulled up from the soil in the 90◦

pulling test. The shear–slip failure behaviors occurred on the internal and external contact
surfaces between the suction anchor and muddy clay. The shear stress on the contact
surface gradually reached the bond shear strength by pulling the suction anchor. Then,
shear–slip failure occurred on the surface, and the contact surface area decreased gradually.
Therefore, the suction anchor lost its bearing capacity gradually with continuous pulling.
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The inclined pulling suction anchors were loaded at the lower part of the anchor
body. According to Figures 19b,c and 20, as well as the previous analysis, the suction
anchors showed multi-attitude coupling characteristics of rotation and moved forward
and upward, which complicated the interaction between the suction anchors and soil.
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The vertical sliding displacement was relatively significant, whereas the horizontal and
rotational movements under the lateral soil resistance were less significant. As the loading
direction shifted towards the horizontal, there was an increase in both the horizontal and
rotational displacement of the suction anchor. According to the horizontal soil pressure
distribution around the suction anchor, the front-side pressure tended to transform into
passive soil pressure. In contrast, the back-side pressure tended to transform into active
soil pressure. The front-side soil pressures increased with the loading angle decrease,
providing higher resistance to the suction anchor. Due to the combined rotation and
horizontal displacement of the suction anchor, there was an enhanced soil compression
effect in the lower and middle parts, resulting in notable changes in soil pressure. The
interaction between the suction anchor and the soil led to the inclined loading suction
anchors’ compression–shear–slip coupling failure behaviors. At the initial loading stage,
the suction anchor compressed the soil, and the shear stress on the contact surface increased.
The suction anchor then moved forward and caused the yielding failure of the muddy clay
soil. At the same time, the shear stress of the contact surface reached the shear strength,
resulting in the slip of the suction anchor. Therefore, the suction anchor gradually lost its
bearing capacity and pulled out of the soil.

5. Conclusions

For this paper, the centrifugal model test was carried out to study the mechanical
characteristics of suction anchors in low-strength muddy clay. The pulling load was applied to
the suction anchors with vertical and inclined angles. The results showed that the anchoring
force developments of suction anchors in muddy clay were complicated multi-stage processes,
including the rapid growth stage, the slow growth stage, the fluctuating maintenance stage,
the significant decline stage, and the slow decline stage of the anchoring force. Moreover,
the anchoring force’s slow growth or significant decline stage might not be evident. The
comparative test results showed that the inclined pulling suction anchors had larger bearing
capacities than the vertical pulling suction anchor. Furthermore, the reduction in the inclined
pulling angle caused an increase in the horizontal resistance of the muddy clay soil. Therefore,
the bearing capacity of the suction anchor was improved. Numerical modeling was used to
validate the test results of anchoring force development. The load–displacement relationship
in the numerical simulation and centrifugal test showed consistency. The displacement
distribution and evolution of the suction anchors and muddy clay soil were analyzed based on
the numerical results. During the loading process, the soil displacement continued to increase
until the anchors reached maximum bearing capacity. Following this, the soil displacement
developed slightly with the suction anchor loaded to failure.

The horizontal soil stresses around the suction anchors were obtained in the inclined
pulling tests, which provided valuable insights into the stress responses, including the
development and distribution of soil stresses. The centrifugal test and numerical simulation
showed consistent soil stress responses. The suction anchors significantly interacted with
the muddy clay soil in the pulling process. The influence of the loading direction on the
interaction mechanism was investigated based on the comparative analysis. The failure
mechanism of the suction anchors in the muddy clay was summarized according to the
testing and numerical results. The vertical pulling suction anchor showed shear–slip failure
behaviors. However, the inclined pulling suction anchors had more complicated failure
behaviors. The motion of suction anchors showed multi-attitude coupling characteristics
of rotation and moved forward and upward while subjected to the inclined pulling load.
The interaction between the suction anchors and the soil led to the compression–shear–slip
coupling failure behaviors of the suction anchors subjected to inclined pulling.

The bearing capacity of a suction anchor depends on the interaction between the
anchor and the soil. When the contact interface between the suction anchor and the soil
reaches its ultimate strength, the suction anchor can bear the maximum load. In challenging
geological conditions, including in muddy and soft clay, the design of suction anchors
should take into account the negative effect of low-strength soil on anchoring capacity. It is
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suggested to fully utilize the lateral resistance of soil or increase the critical slip strength in
structural optimization to improve the bearing capacity of suction anchors. The findings
of this paper are essential for clarifying the mechanical characteristics of suction anchors
in muddy clay, providing references for the deep water anchorage of offshore platforms,
floating wind turbines, and submerged floating tunnels.

It should be noted that calculating the bearing capacity of suction anchors in muddy
clay of varying strengths is challenging. This study conducted centrifugal tests on low-
strength muddy clay under one specific condition, without fully considering changes in
soil strength. To enhance design support for suction anchors, we recommend carrying out
future research via comparative tests under varying conditions. These conditions could
include different soil properties, diameter/length ratios, and loading positions. Such tests
would provide a comprehensive understanding of the bearing capacity of suction anchors
in various conditions.
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